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I 
20th ANNIVERSARY OF THE ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL CO~~ITTEE 
On the eve of the 159th Plenary Session, 30 May, 
'the Economic end Social Committee of the European Communities 
ce le bra ted the 20th a..nni versary of its cre~.tion. On this 
occasion the President of the Ccr.1mittee, l'!Ir Basil de FERRANTI 
(UK) 11 d th. ~- -'-1'"' ..; t• 1 ... ~ 1-·· c ·-~-J- . .. reca e. a."" '·"~.~.e conv -'-c lon. on w.~.1.lc.~... ..ne omrnl .... • ..ee lS 
founded is t:1.at t:he or-ganized economic and soclal forces 
which me_ke up the Europear1 Community, the nconstitu.enc:_es" 
of the Cornmi ttee, should be able to press t}:-,;,eir views through 
an institution o.f their o"n1.. Political der~1ocracy and the 
freedom that is won through the ballot box is the first bul-
wark of our European society. But economic and. social 
democracy, in the modern~orld, is also necessary. We look 
forward to the further strengthening of this remarkable 
Assembly. 
The 144 members o~ the Committee, seated here as 
individuals in their pe:i..""Sonal capacities, would be lost 
without the extensive and. elaborate suppor·: given by the or-
ganizations in the Community and in the Member States, he 
said. 
"Just reading a list of these organizati0!1S helps 
to build up a mental picture of what representation entails in 
an economic and social democracye It does not add up to a 
machine for decision-making. Ours are organizations of 
people representing many millions of people and reflecting 
the·wide range of their fears and ambitions. Our job as 
Counsellors is to bring people together and establish those 
personal relationships which is the only way to ensure that 
there is a two-way flow of communications between you and 
Brussels". 
He also intervened in the current debate concerning 
the future structure of the European aircraft industry. 
"The Committee", he said, 11 is unanimous in its view 
that the European market for aircraft is one of the key sec-
tors for European technology and long-term employmentu • 
. . . I ... 
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In ~ explicit reference to the decisions about 
to be made in Britain, Mr de FERRANTI remarked that "the 
current offers being made 'bY the biggest Amerj.c:-m manufac-
ture-r must give Qause fc)r d0ubt as to whether they ·'.'i·~i.ll 
reall;;f contribute to the development o.f Euro[Jean technology 
· O'.rer a pHrj.od qf t:tme, or whether in fact t!:.~y are deeigned 
to inhi.b:. t the development Cl'f a strong Euro~'Jestn ai.rcra:ft 
ind·...let:r-y.. Su:r'ely the right approach. to tr·S2·lr:.atlan.t5.c 
collal:>oration in. this - as in all hj.gh technoJ.vg{ f:i.elds 
must be based on a strong and united EuropeP...n industry". 
The President of the Council, Mrs. AUY~N, said. 
that over the last few years the Community had ch~~ged. 
This is due in part to the broadening of its activities 
where many new fields opened. to it, such as environtnent, 
edu~s.tion or ene·rs~Y. Or-l the qther hand, curr\ent "tlo::. ... ld 
pr·oblem.s s-..1ch as inflation or un::)mployment d:trectly in-
fluence the Commur1i ty. I'f the Community has chaJ.-:tged, so 
has the work ot' the· Cormni ttee due to the incrf}ase in. the 
range of activities ·but also because the Co~ln~j.l ma!<es 
g1'\ea.ter use ·than :formerly of tj1.e optional eonsul tat!on pro-
cedure. This is in itself some sign of the il1lj_)Ol'ta.."1.ce · 
wl".d.~h the Council attaches to the Committee's advice and ot' 
the value it ·pJ.aces on the Committee's Opin5.Qns.. -Another 
indication of the Council's great apprec:ta.t;j.on is to be 
fou:1d in the recognition ot' the Committee • s -right to issue 
Opi::1ions on its own initiative. Wit;h this provision, 
which has been used skilfully,_the·committee possesses for 
the time being all the inst·r-uments need~d to· play its part 
as the consultative forum composed o.f the economic and 
social sectot'S of the -Member: countries-. As to the coming 
y~ars_, it seems that the Com.rni ttee ·will have a v~ry substan-
tial part to play. This is mainly because the challenges 
now 'facing the qommuni ty as a whole . are much more demr.;n!i.l.ng 
than in the sixties and- early _seventies. The Committee, 
coml>ining as it. does·,. a wide range of skills and :j.nt~rest is 
we 11 p1aeed to provide the Community institutions \Jti th the 
advice, encouragement and stim1 .. !lation which they will need 
to-mn.tch np to theee problems. · 
. . . I . . . 
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Representatives of the Institutions of the European 
Communities at the Committee's 20th Anniversary celebrations 
in Brussels. 
. .. I ... 
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Speaking ~or the Commission, Mr VREDELING, 
Commission Vice-President, said that the importance o~ the 
Committee had gro~~ steadily since its inauguration in 
1958 and this was especially true a-rt;er the .first su.mmi t 
conference of heads of state and government in Paris j_n 
October 1972. The Committee's Opinions had often been 
of great value to the Commission and as aD example 
Mr VREDELING mentioned the annual Opinion on the Social 
Situation, the importance of which had increased in step 
with the central prominence which social issues had assumed 
over the past fe·w years and which were now reaching into 
other areas of Community policy : in the first place the 
issue of mounting unemployment, particularly runong young 
people, and, secondly, the issue of inflation and the con-
sequent increasingly unequal distribution of income and 
wealth. He expressed the hope that the cooperation bet-
ween the two institutions would continue in the future along· 
the sa~e fruitful lines as in· the past. 
On behalf of the European Parliament, Mr YEATS, 
Vice-President, recalled that contrary to those countries 
in which an Econornic and Social Council may give advice to 
the Parliament, the Economic and Social Committee does not 
act as an advisory body to the European Parliament. None-
theless, since their inauguration twenty years ago, both 
Parliament and the Committee have shown themselves to be 
prepared to exchange information on the other's work and 
links have slowly but steadily been forged between the two 
institutions. In recent years a pragmatic relationship has 
been established which took two forms. First, a more 
balanced distribution of the Committee's documents to mem-
bers of Parliament had been ensured. Second, hearings of 
Rapporteurs from the Committee on certain of its Opinions 
were organized at the request of the appropriate Committees of 
the European Parlia~ent. 
As to the definition of the relationship between 
the two institutions, it ca.n be said that Parliament is a 
forum for the expression of political views on any issue 
connected with the activities of the Community. The 
Economic and Social Committee provides a platform for lea-
ders from the economic and social sphere who are directly 
interested in the formulation and application of common poli-
cies affecting their field of activity he said. This leads 
to the conclusion that the specialist consultative function 
of the Committee is complementary to the generalist, super-
visory and consultative :function's of Parliament. 
--· --·-----·· / 
_,__ . .,.... _. 
... I . .. 
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The distinguished audience at the formal session 
included Mr GEENS, Belgian Minister of Finance, and 
Mr SPITAELS, Belgian Minister for Social Affairs, Chairmen 
of the Institutions, Member of the Commission, the Heads 
of the Permanent Representations of the r..Yember States of the 
Community, Ambassadors from the associated African, 
Caribbean and Pacific States, the Secretaries-General of 
the European Institutions and the Presidents and the 
Secretaries-General of the national Economic and Social 
Councils, as well as the Presidents and Secretaries-General 
of numerous European and national interest groups. 
The speeches were interspersed with a programme of 
music by Pachelbel, Corette, Vivaldi, von Maldere, Elgar and 
Beethoven provided by the Solistes de Liege and the Choirs 
of the European Community, directed by Jean JAKUS. 
Silver medals were presented to those Committee 
members who have been in office since 1958, to the former 
Presidents, to the former General Secretary and to staff 
members with twenty years' service in the Committee. 
- II -
159th PLENARY SESSION 
The 159th Plenary Session of the Economic and 
Social Committee was held in Brussels on 31 May ai'ld l June 
1978, under the chairmanship of Mr Basil de FERRANTI, 
Committee Chairman. 
Opinions adopted 
1. REORGANIZATIOI'T OF SHIPBUILDING 
Commission's Communication to the Council on the 
Reorganization of the Community Shipbuilding 
Industry. 
Gist of the Communication 
The present policy of most Member States, geared 
to propping up production and jobs, is liable to freeze 
capacity at current levels and prevent Community ship-
building from ever becoming competitive. The long-term 
result will be that the Community shipping fleet will come 
under the domination of foreign shipbuilders. 
To prevent this happening, the Commission is pro-
posing a comprehensive policy for the shipbuilding indus:j:;ry 
-----
to : ~ 
... I . .. 
,,_ ,' ; 
~~!i~{:~;Q~· ' ,, . . . .s 
:\<·:·' _':': · ·':S._"tr·im, capacity, ·to prospective demand; 
". ·:r· ,- , , , 
,. ~ , •o£,;p. :r- :,. . " .f 
·-~· _~,·:;f: .. ·': :~~~ !<?I'eate n-ew joqs 'outside shipbuilding for the displaced 
-·, . ·. ··:· ' ·. ' ma.rtpower· · {.: ' ~ \ ' 
~ \{~{: <~ ·~i te ne\'1 industry in shipbuildinlg areas so that shipbuil-
:.:-:: :)'f)~ r; ·. ding workers'· special skills C8.."1 be used; 
'i, , " 
'· .. :'1: ·~·~:."~,modernize yards to make them commercially viable again 
: ~-:...!: .·.. and able to stand on their own feet, and competitive on 
the world market. 
. The\Commission wishes to use funds already appro-
priated or requested-under the 1978 Budget' for coordinating··· 
-.\J";,j· · .. the 'various instruments which can help finance the struc- · \ · :~;;?-~ ~·, ·: tural adjustment. . Another part of its strategy is a clamp-
·:.· -)do:wn on abuse of international environment and ship safety · 
· _,regulations to enforce the replacement of obs-olete vessels.-
•) 
'· ' ~ ' 
' l' ;. 
I ' 
Qpinion of' the Committe@ 
' 
. . The Economic and Social Committee adopted its 
Opinion unanimously, except for one abstention. 
It notes that the shipbuilding industry throughout 
the world is suffering from a structural and cyclical crisis / 
·unprecedented in "Scale and duration, due to an imbalance 
·r between supply and demand on the new building market. The 
, , . I 
: EEC Shipbuilding indust!."'Y is in danger of disappearing un:.. •' 
. 
·' 
- ..... ' 
·::. 
·,I 
. ,::--, ',.• ~- '/~--: .~.' 
.. -1.;.··. 
\, .•.. . ' . 
\ '' ' 
'...,_,:;,· 
-,.' .. 
less an appropriate Community Policy is rapidly implemented. 
·' While agreeing vli th the analysis of the causes of 
' .'the crisis, the Committee would have liked the Commission to 
. hav.e strAssed the role played by Japan in the de'velopment of ' 
·the present over-capacity. Wheree.s, Community' yards have'· 
increased their production ca;,Jc-•.c~- ty only to a very small I 
·degree, Japar:.e3e shipbuilders :1ave pursued a policy of .;;x-
pansion. 
.· 
. . . I . .. 
•I 
' ',-.....__' 
. ' 
,_, 
I . ,..-~ 
',.I 
,r • , ~, ; 
' ' 
.~ " 
... . -.: 
t' 
. t ... 
,. ' .:.. t 
'.,. 
' I r :>• ,12 
'I 
I 
' . 
'~·,' ' 
.. • 
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,:'-. '• 
-~ ·. 
·:', 
'I ·' 
l \ 0>' , ... 
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' ' 
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" 
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' .. ~-
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The Commission's estimate ot the demaP.d for new 
vessels from Community shipya::·ds in -th~ eapJ.y 1980s 
(2o4 million cgrt} may ·be tuo o~titnisti·c. The figure is'· 
· deriveC. f.'rom a market survev made i.n 1976 and l.s based on 
. u I 
.. ........ . 
the assum~>.tion that t.he distribution of orders among the . 
, major shipbuilding centres of the world will rematn cons.tant .. 
The distribution of orders, h0wever, changed :est year td 
the disa.dvantage of the Corrun~..lnity. It would be -~lnwise, in 
the Committee's vi.e•f" !, to use this figure in f'ixing a· target 
ror new building capacity in th.e Cornrm1ni ty. 
The Committee makes the .following suggest~'-ons ~~or ·· 
rationalization of the· sector 
- In view of the stJ:··9.tegJ.c and economic importance o:f the 
shipbuilding. indus tx'y, the Community choulet endeavour, to 
maintP.in ca.paci ty a"t a level cor:.t.'"'e~ponding to the volume 
of its trade by se a., so a.s to ensure th~ Community's · 
security of suppliee cf essential imports a'Ld main:tain 
l'"'evenue from _3hipping as a substantie~l positive i tern in 
the balance of payments. 
- Communj. ty policy must· aim at promoting the production o-r 
high--technology vessels (in which the Community ship-
building industry is already largely specialized) t'or ex-
port to third countries as well a.s fot· its ovm U8e. The 
objecti·ve- shouJ.d be to achieve the g-reatest possible 
balance in trade in r..e-v•r tonnage. 
To this end 11 support sr1ould be provided for technological 
research on design and improvement of construction_methoc:s; 
Exports of technology should follov1 commo:n rules applying 
t-o the en tire . Community shipbuilding ir1dus try. 
The Committee also considers that a shipbuilding· 
policy should have regard to i3. broader Community shipping 
policy. 
. .. I .... 
.. ·,: 
.r ; 
. ! 
I 
.d 
' " > .... 
• t·
.. l: 
.. t: 
l 
! . 
'id, .~.uiJ .·.t· 
•'I( • ~: ! 
. _ .... -
,./ 
·' 
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The problem of vessels which do not measure up to 
international standards on safety and living and working 
conditions of crews should be dealt ~·V"i th firmly and effec-
tively, and the Community should act pr-omptly on the 
Commission's recommendation to bar such vessels from its 
ports. 
With regard to the serious social problems caused 
by the present shipbuilding crisis, the Committee considers 
that the Com..rnunity instruments such as the Regional Fund and 
the Social Fund do not at present have sufficient resources 
for effective action on the scale requirGd. 
Where reductions in the labour force are inevitable, 
priority should be given to redeploying workers in ether 
industries, not simply making them redundant. Development of 
other industries '\A1hich can absorb such manpower should con-
sequently be encouragedG World economic recovery would, of 
course greatly facilitate thiso 
'rhe Opinion vvas drafted by the Committee's Section 
for Industry, Commerce, Crafts and Services, under the 
chairm:ln,ship of Mr HE:rvTI.1ER - Luxembourg - Employers o The 
Rapporteur was Mr EVAIN - France - Employers. 
2 o SOCIJ:. .. L SECURITY OF SELF-EMPLOYED I-:IIGRANTS 
Proposal for a Council Regulation (EEC) concerning 
the Adaptation of Regulation EEC No. 1408/71 of 
the Council of 14 June 1971 on the Application of 
Social Security Schemes to Employed Pei'sons a.nd 
their Famj_lies ~~roving Within the Community, with 
a view to Applying it to Self-Employed Persons and 
their Families, and the Annexes thereto. 
Gist of the Commission's Proposals 
The progress made in getting the freedom of estab-
lishment and'the freedom to provide services introduced for 
the self-employed and developments in Member States' social 
security systems (some of which already provide the 
.. --·---
----
... I . .. 
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self-employed with almost the same cover as persons in paid 
employment) make it necessary for the self-employed, too, to 
benefit from the Community coordination of national social 
security systems. 
The need to take action in this field has been 
repeatedly stressed by both the European Parliament and the 
Economic and Social Committee and was recognized by the 
Council in its Resolution of 21 January 1974 concerning a 
Social Action Programme. This is why the Commission is 
proposing that RegulRtion (EEC) No. 1408/71 and its Annexes 
III and V should be adapted for the benefit of the self-
employed. 
As the aim is to extend prov1s1ons ~pplicable to 
employed persons to the self-employed, the proposal in no 
way amends the provisions that apply to employed persons. 
For the sake of fairness and simplicity, it has 
been proposed that, wherever possible, the rules applicable 
to the self-employed should be the same as those applied to 
employed persons. Apart from those exceptions, set out 
below, self-employed persons will be covered by the same 
Community schemes as employed persons D.s regards 
- equality of treatment with nationals under the domestic 
legislation of the Member States; 
-determination of the :egislation applicable; 
- aggregation o1 insurance periods for entitlement to 
benefits provided under sickness and maternity insurance, 
invalidity insurance, old-age insurance, survivors' 
insurance and unemployment insurance, as well as death 
grants and family benefits; 
- the provision of benefits in cash and in kind provided 
under sickness and maternity insurance, insurance against 
accidents at work, death insurance (death grants) and 
family benefits, regardless of the Member State where the 
person concerned or the members of his family are staying 
or residing; 
... I ... 
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-the transfer of invalidity, old-age, survivors' and 
industrial accidents pensions to the territory of eny 
other Community M~mbcr State; 
- the method of calculating invalidity, old-age and 
survivors' pensions, if the person concerned is subject 
to the legislation of more than one Iviember State. 
In addition to this, the general provisions, 
miscellaneous provisions and tranE:itional and final provi-
sions (with the exception of Article 94) of EEC Regulation 
No. 1408/71 shall also apply to self-employed persons. 
There are a few exceptions which concern mainly 
- some details on the aggregation of insur3nce periods for 
entitlement to p0nsions; 
- obtaining unemployment benefits outside the competert 
State. 
To this must be added that in view of their 
special nature, the p6nsion insurance schemes fo~ self-
employed persons of some Member States have, at least for 
the time being, been left outside t~e scope of the 
Regulation. 
Opinion of the ~omm1ttee 
The Economic and SocJal Committee adopted its 
Opinion by a large majority, with 3 abstentjons. 
Even though it r8grets that the Commission has 
taken such a long time to act on the Social Action Programme 
Guidelines, the Committee endorses the proposals, which it 
has repeatedly called for in the past. 
~· 
... I ... 
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Nonetheless, it makes a number of general and 
specific comments about : 
- the usefulness of consolidating the numerous texts dealing 
\flith the social security of migrar1t workers; 
- the need for the implementing regulation and its annexes 
to be finalized quickly; 
- the abolition of unjustified discrimination with regard to 
the persons covered by the proposed Regulation; 
- the difficulties likely to stem fDom the fact that special 
schemes in some Member States are excluded from the 
proposed Regulation's scope; 
- the advisability of reconsidering cases where Community 
provisions on employed persons are not to be extended to 
the self-employed. 
The Opinion cone ll1des with an appeal in which the 
Committee declares that the time has now come to take a bold 
stand and gradually adopt a series of concrete measures to 
align national laws, within the meaning and in the spirit of 
Articles 117 and 118 of the Treaty. 
This Opinion was based on material prepared by the 
Section for Social Questions under the chairmanship of 
Mr HOUTHUYS - Belgium - Worl<:ers. The Rapporteur was 
Mr PURPURA - Italy - Various Interests (replaced by Mr PRONK 
after Mr PURPURA's death) 
3. ILLEGAL MIGRATION AND ILLEGAL El'ilPLOYMENT 
Proposal for a Council Directive concerning the 
Approximation of the Legislation of the Memb2r 
States in order to Combat Illegal Migration and 
Illegal Employment. 
Gist of the draft Directive 
On 23 February 1977 the Committee delivered an 
Opinion on an initial Commission proposal for a Directive on 
the Harmoniz:J.tion of Laws in th0 Member States to combat 
Illegal Migration and Illegal Employment. As a result of 
this Opinion and the Opinion of the European Parliament the 
Commission has now amended its initial proposal and has 
submitted a new draft concerning specifically 
... I ... 
'.; 
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- closer cooperatien between the Member States in the 
campaign against illegal migration and clandestine employ-
ment; 
- appropriate penalties; 
- fulfilment of employers' obligations; 
- the protection of workers' employment-related rights. 
These objectives are consistent with the guidelines 
laid down by the Council, i.e. 
- the prevention and punishment cf illegal migration and 
illegal employment; 
- the mitigation of prejudice suffpred by illegal migrants by 
safeguarding their rights and m2<kj_ng employers fulfil their 
obligations. 
Opinion of the Committee 
The Economic and Social Committee odopted its 
Opinion unanimously. 
It is pleased that the new draft takes account of 
most of its comments on the orip;inal proposal. 
It particularly welcomes the proposals to safeguard 
illegal migrants' employment-related rights, to ensure that 
employers meet their obligations, to enlist the cooperation 
of the various socio-economic interest groups involved and 
to set up information services for migrants in their home 
countries. 
The Committee also reiterates its earlier call for 
Community-level harmonization of penalties, protection of 
... I .... 
•, 
. ' 
. ~ ·. 
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political refugees and the prosecution of manpower traffic~ 
kers throughout the Community. 
This Opinion was based on material prepared by the 
Sect]on for Social Questions under the chairmanship of 
Mr HOUTHUYS - Belgium ·- Workers. The Rapporteur was 
Mr KIRSCHEN - Italy - Workers. 
4. PART-TIME WORK (own-initiative Opinion) 
Part- Time Employment : Its Effects in the Current 
State of the Labour Market. 
Opinion of the Committee 
. ' 
The Economic and Soci!'ll Committee's Opinion, which 
t'las adopted with no votes agains~ and one abstention, begins 
with comments on the definition of part-time work, the reasons 
for taking half-jobs and their function in the present state 
of the labour market. It is pointed out that part-time worl<: 
accounts for a significant proportion (about 10%) of the 
Community workforce and is increasj_ng in a number of sectors. 
Part-time working is not a substitute for an expan-
sion of employment, but should basically be regarded as a 
way of meeting the needs of certain types of workers. 
An expansion of part-~ime working presupposes an 
improvement in the position of part-time workers. Part-time 
working is merely one type of work-sharing, and must not 
operate to the detriment of full-time employment. 
The Committee lays down the following requirements 
... I , .. 
·•. 
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- Par.t-time work must be voluntary; 
It must not lead to excessive costs for companies or 
society at large; 
Part-time workers must receive protection comparable to 
that enjoyed b:; full-time workers; 
- Steps must be taken to ensure that part-time work does not 
lose its true functJon, and have a disruptive impact on 
the labour market and social security. 
Provided the above conditions and in particular the 
requisite improvement in the legal status of part-timers are 
met, steps should ~e taken (with respect to both employers 
and workers). 
The Opinion wa~3 based on preliminary wc:::-k done by 
the Committee's Section for Social Questions under the chair-
manship of Hr HOUI'HUYS ·- Belgiurn -- Workers. The Rapporteur 
was ~1r van HENS - Netherlands - Worke:::-s. 
5. VAT - 7th DIRECTIVE 
Proposal for a Seventh Council Dirsctive on the 
Harmonization of the Laws of' the Member ~:Yts.tes 
relating to Turnover ~axes - Common System of 
Value Added Tax to be applied to Works of Art, 
Collectors' Items, Antiques and Used Goods. 
BacJ.s_g_round to, and essentia~s_of the Commisston Pr~r_osal 
The Sixth Council Directive on the harmonization of 
legislation of Nember States concerning turnover taxes - a 
common system of VAT : a uniform basis of assessment, was 
fin,::..lly approved by the Council in IJlay 1977, sor:1e 4;2 y02.rs 
after first being prJposed by the Commission, and on whlch 
the Economic and Social Committee gave its Opinion 
(Dec. CES 101/74 of 31 January 1974). In order to gain 
... I ... 
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agreement on the main aspects of the Sixth Directive proposals,' 
and to enable· the "own resources" system of Member State con-
trib"..ltions t'o the Comr:1uni ty funds to ccme into force by 
1 January 1978, some particular a.rti.c.les of the original pro-
posals were omi tteJ.. Tt>io of thes·3 have become the subject of 
the 7th and 8th iiVAT" Directives respectively. 
Article 32 of the 6th Directive lays down that by 
31 December 1977 the Council should have dealt with a Com-
mission proposal covering the man.ner in which VAT is to be 
paid in rt::s~ect of worKs of art, collectors' items, antiques 
and used goods. 
The fact is that this group of goods when bought or 
sold by te.xable persons represents an important source of 
revenue .for national governm~nts; the liability of taxable 
per~cns for t·ax on such business varies considct"ably from 
Hemb.;;r St.ate to Member State; in most cases at present, a 
degree of double taxation occurs. 
The proposed 7th Council Directive provides that 
for all items of this nature - except for certain used goods, 
such as cars, pleasur-:3 c~'aft, privc:tte aircraft - the taxable 
amo•xJ. t would be a stanclar-d flat-rate percentage of the 
sel}.j.ng prtce. For certa:.n used gooi.iS, su-.:.-h as cars, etc., 
ment:!.onr.,d ~:tbove, the taxable pei"'S0!1 reselling wot;.ld be autho-
riz8d to deduct from the tax ch;.:u:'g·~able on hj.s reselling 
pr-ice, an amount of tax calculated on the basis of his pur-
chase price. 
The Directive furthermore allows taxable persons 
covered by the special scheme it provides, to opt instead for 
the normal sch...3me for value added t~"t currently obtaining in 
his own Member State. 
Opinion of the Comrr.ittee 
In its Opinion ·adopted by 28 votes in favour, 16 
against and 28 abstentions, the Economic and Social Committee 
concludes by being high.ly critical of the Commission's 
. . . I . . . 
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proposal and virtually rejects it as it stands. The Com-
mittee calls upon. the Commission to keep its proposals 
within the existing VAT rules. 
This Opinion was based on material prepared by 
the Section for Economic and Financial Questions under the 
chairmanship of Mr ~~RGOT - Belgium - Various Interests. 
The Rapporteur was Mr PEYRO~~URE-DEBORD-BROCA - France -
Employers. 
6. VAT - 8th DIRECTIVE 
Proposal for an Eighth Council Directive on the 
Harmonization of the Laws of the Member States 
relating to Turnover Taxes - Arrru1gements for the 
Refund of Value Added Tax to Taxable Persons not 
Established in the Territory of the Country. 
Background to, and essentials of the Commission's Proposal 
The Sixth Council Directive on the harmonization 
of legislation of Member States concerning turnover taxes -
a common system of VAT : a uniform basis of assessment, was 
finally approved by the Council in May 1977, some 4~ years 
after first being proposed by the Commission, and on 
which the Economic and Social Committee gave its Opinion 
(Doe. CES 101/74 of 31 January 1974). In order to gain 
agreement on the main aspects of the Sixth Directive pro-
posals, and to enable the "own r.Jsources" system of Member 
State contributi.ons to the Community funds to come into 
force by 1 January 1978, some particular articles of the 
ori·ginal .propos~ls were omi ttede Two of these have become 
the subject of the 7th and 8th "VAT" Directives respectively. 
Article 17, para. 4 of the 6th Directive lays down 
that by 31 December 1977 the Council should have dealt with 
a Commission proposal determining how claims for repayment 
of VAT should be made by taxable persons who have had to pay 
VAT outside their own country. The,prime aim is to reduce 
the likelihood of double taxation, and adhere to the prinqipal 
that equal 'treatment be given to all taxable persons in the 
Community, regar.dless of the Member State .. in. which they 
incur expenditure attracting VAT. 
• .. I ... 
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Regarding the position of each Member State vis-a-
vis non-Member countries, the proposed 8th Council Directive 
in fact leaves it to each J'v!ember State to determtne the con-
ditions governing the refund or refusal of the refund to such 
taxable persons. The refund may not, however, be more fa-
vourable than those accorded to Community taxahle persons. 
9pinion of the Committee 
The Economic and Social Committee adopted its 
Opinion by 38 votes in favour and 19 abstentions. 
The Opinion endorses the proposal, seeing it as a 
transitional arrangement in the interests of fiscal justice 
pending implementation of the gener~l principle of the aboli-
tion of tax frontiers within the Community. 
The Committee's only specific observation concerns 
the second paragraph of Article 7 of the draft Directive, 
where it questJons the setting of minimum sums of 25 and 
50 EUA. for which refunds may be claimed in a 3-month or 
12-month period respectively. 
The Opinion was based on material prepared by the 
Sec cion for Economic and Financial Questions t;nder the chair-
manship of J\Ir ~,1ARGOT - 3elg1um - Ve.rioi.1S Interests. The 
Rapporteur was I~'lr PEYROMAGRE-DEBO?..D-BhOCA - France - Employers. 
7. SOLVENTS 
Proposal for a Council Directive Amending Directive 
No. 7~-i/173/EEC on the Approximation of Member States' 
Laws, Regulat~_ons and Administrative Provisions 
relating to the Classification, Packaging and 
Labelling of Dangerous Prep&::--ations (Solvents) . 
. . . I ... 
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Gist of the Proposal 
The Commission states that the proposed amendments 
to the Directive of 4 June 1973 on the Classification, 
Packaging and Labelling of Dang.?rous Preparat1ons (Solvents) 
will provide greater protection for the public Rnd especially 
for persons who frequently come into contact with so1Vf;nts in 
the course of their work or their spare time activities. 
The amendment seeks to extend the scope of the ori-
ginal Directive to cover mixtures of solvents with non-dan-
gerous substances, to align rules on labelling and symbols, 
to oblige manufacturers to notify the composition of toxic 
solvent mixtures to poisons lnformation centres and to requir.,:: 
Member States to provide the Commission and the other Member 
States with lists of their poisons information centr·es. 
Opinion of the Committee 
The Economic and Soci~l Committee adopted its 
Opinion with no dissenting votes and 2 abstentions. 
The Committee approves the proposal. It does, 
however, draw attentj.on to the fact that the 1967 basic 
Directive on dangerous substances and the Directive on sol-
vents have been properly incorporated into national law by 
only two ~1ember States, very recently in one case. It there-
fore urges the Commission to ensure that all the ]\1ernber States 
do in fact incorporate these Directives into their national 
law and really do implement them. 
The Committee proposes that the Commission should 
pay special attention to warning the public of the toxic na-
ture of certain solvents. This could be done by the addition 
... I ... 
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of dyes, by the provision of self-adhesive labels or by 
other appropriate methods. In order to minimize the 
harmful consequences of any accidents, the Committee also 
urges the Commission to take a fresh look at the possi-
bility of mandatory first aid instructions on the labels of 
toxic products. 
This Opinion was based on material prepared by 
the Section for Protection of the Environment, Public Health 
and Consumer Affairs under the chairmanship of 
Mr ROSEINGRAVE - Ireland - Various Interests. The Rappor-
teur was Mr DE GRAVE - Belgium - Workers. 
8. STATE-TRADING COUNTRIES 
IN LINER SHIPPING 
Draft for a Council Decision concerning the 
Activities of Certain State-Trading Countries 
in Cargo Liner Shipping. 
Gist of the Draft 
The problems caused by the cargo liner shipping 
of a number of State-trading countries from Eastern Europe 
(in particular the Soviet Union, but also to some extent 
Poland and the German Democratic Republic) have been under 
examination for some time by the Community institutions. 
The draft is intended to provide the Community with 
a basis for joint counter action by Member States, in cases 
where the objectives deemed by the Community to be appro-
priate for relations between its own liner shipping and that 
of certain State-trading countries have not been met. Since 
. . . I . . . 
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commercial action will be ineffective because State-
trading countries' shipping lines are not obliged to 
yield to commercial pressures,only political action is 
like1y.to have an impact on these countries. 
QE.inion of the Committee 
The Economic and Social Committee adopted its 
Opinion by a large majority i·li th 2 abstentions. 
It fully endorses the draft Decision, and is 
g~atified to see that the Commission has based itself to 
a very large extent on the Comm::ttee's preliminary work 
in this field. 
The Opinion was based on material prepared by 
the Rapporteur-General, Mr HOFFNANN - Germany - Workers. 
9. COMMISSION'S MEMORA~DUf1T OH MARINE 
POLLUTION (AMOCO C.<]:..;;~,2..l.. 
Commission Communication to the Council on 
Marine Pollution Arising from the Carriage 
of Qil (Amoco Cadiz). 
Gist of the Commission's Communication 
The Commission has adopted a package of guidelines 
comprising : 
- An action programme on the control and reduction of 
pollution caused by oil spills at sea (see Annex 1), 
accompanied by a resolution; 
- A proposal for a Council Decision concluding the protocol 
to the Barcelona Convention of 16 February 1976 for the 
protection of the Mediterranean Sea against pollution, 
which covers cooperati.on in combating pollution by oil 
and other harmful substances in cases of emergency. 
The Protocol provides for the parties to cooperate in 
... / ... 
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drawing up emergency plans, promoting methods of con-
trolling marine pollution by oil, disseminatory infor-
mation on the organioz.ation of resources and on new 
methods to prevent and control pollution, and developing 
relevant research programmes; 
A recommendation for a Council Decision concerning nego-
tiations by the European Economic Com:r.uni ty '\ili th a view 
to its accession to the Bonn Agreement of 9 June 19G9 
on cooperat~on in dealin~ with pollution of the North 
Sea by oil. This agrePment provides, in particular, 
for th:3 reciprocal exchange of information on the com-
bating of marine pollution by oil; 
- A draft of a Council Resolution on the extension to 
12 miles of the breadth of the territorial waters cf all 
Member States. The effectiveness of regulatory measures 
and controls by Member States in respect of marine pollu-
tion by ships sailing in their territorial waters is 
directly linked with the extent of the areas of sea in 
which such measures may be applied. The Commission, 
therefore, calls on the Member States whose territorial 
waters are less than 12 miles wide (all of them with the 
exception of France and Italy) to extend them to that 
limit. 
Opinion of the Committee 
The Economic and Social Committee adopted its 
Opinion unanimously. 
It notes the memorandum and urges that appropriate 
Community measures be introduced as fast as possible. It 
may later give its Opinion on the individual proposals made 
by the Commission. 
The Opinion was drafted by the Rapporteur-General,· 
Mr HOFFlVL'\NN - Gerrr.any - Workers. 
I 
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On 29 March, at its 157th Plenary Session, the 
Committee expressed its dismay at the disaster involving 
the Amoco Cadiz and requested the Council to do everything 
in its power to avoid a repetition. 
10. VETERINARY SECTOR 
"Programme of vlork to be Carried Out in the 
Veterinary, Zootechnical and Animal Protection 
Spheres : Staff required for such Work 11 • 
Gist of the Commission's Document 
The programme proposed by the Commission, which 
fits in with the guidelines already set down by the Council 
in the veterinary field, makes ~ruvision for the foll,.wing 
- The phasing out of barriers to intra-Community trade in 
live ru1imals and products of animal origin, in 
particular until frontier checks have been abolished; 
- The development for this purpose of measures applicable 
not only within the Community but also to imports from 
non-member countries; 
- The improvement of the health situation by introducing, 
in_ particular, programmes to combat animal diseases; 
- The extension of harmonization as rapidly as possible to 
all those fields where it is necessary on account of 
existing barriers, etc. (including the fields of 
zootechnics legislation and animal protection); 
- The Council is also asked to note that the full and 
effective application of the acts adopted by the Council 
will necessitate an increase in Commission staff, and 
- It is further proposed that the Council should invite the 
Commission to submit to it, within three years after the 
introduction of inspection procedures, a report 
... I . .. 
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accompanied by proposals on the definitive guidelines to 
be adopted with regard to veterinary inspection. 
Opinion of the Committee 
The Economic and Social Committee adopted its 
Opinion unanimously. 
It approves the proposed programme, but notes 
that : 
the Commission should give priority to carrying out and 
administering the Directives already adopted by the 
Council; 
- the financial measures needed to put the programme into 
effect, which have been submitted well behind time, should 
be implemented as soon as possible. 
The Opinion was based on material prepared by the 
Section for Agriculture under the chairmanship of Mr EMO 
CAPODILISTA - Italy - Various Interests. The Rapporteur 
was Mr SCHNIEDERS - Germany - Employers. 
11. UN LINER CONFERENCE CODE 
"Proposal for a Council Regulation concerning 
Accession to the United Nations Convention on 
a Code of Conduct for Liner Conferences". 
Gist of the Commission's Proposal 
Member States should ratify the Code only if a 
number of points are amended to take account of the EEC's 
specific interests. 
One of the key points here is a formal reservation 
on the definition of a national shipping line. To 
preclude discrimination between the. Member Sta~es it.~s 
... I . .. 
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proposed that the ter:n "national shipping lj.ne", when used 
to refer to the Member States, should cover not only the 
Member States' 0~1 lines but also the lines of other 
signatories of the EEC Treaty established on their territory. 
The Commission's second point is that, within the 
EEC and, as far as possible, throughout the OECD, cargo 
should continue to be allocated between conference lines 
in accordance with the usual trading agreements. 
In addition, it should be mandatory for all EEC 
conference lines to consult other Member State Lines in the 
same conference before taking a position on any matter 
defined in a conference agreement which affects traffic to 
or from a Member State. 
It is also proposed (i) that the Council 
immediately adopt a Regulation on th0 application of EEC 
competition rules to agreements entered into under the 
Code of Conduct; (ii) that the Comnission be authorised 
to approve the Code ln the event of the proposals bej.ng 
adopted; (iii) that the Commission be authorized to work 
out a corLl.Clon EEC position for the review conference to be 
held five years after the entry into force of the Code of 
Conduct. 
Opinion of the Committee 
The Economic and Social Committee adopted its 
Opinion unanimously. 
The Commission's proposal raises a number of 
problems such as : 
- Ratification procedure and reservation (Articles 1 and 2 
and Annex I) ; 
- Commission negotiations with the Member States of the 
Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development 
(Articles 5 and 6); 
... I . .. 
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- Adoption of a Regulation on the application of EEC 
competition rules to liner conference agreements; 
-Review conference (Articles 7 and 8). 
The Committee considers that Member States should 
ratify or accede to the Code of Conduct, but shares the 
Commission's view that a reservation should be entered 
regarding the term 11national shipping line", since the 
definition laid down by the United Nations is not in keeping 
with the EEC Treaty. After thorough study of the matter, 
it suggests that the Commission should give an even clearer 
definition that will preclude any doubt about the meru1ing 
of "national shipping line". 
The Committee believes that ratification of the 
Code by the Community should not be made conditional upon 
the outcome of negotiations on this matter at the OECD. 
Before the review conference meets, the Co~nission 
should study the question of cut-throat competition from 
vessels not subject to the Code of Conduct and should work 
out ideas for possible solutions. 
This opinion is based on material prepared by 
The Section for Transport and Commw1ications under the 
chairmanship of Mr HOFF!J!ANN - Germany - Workers. The 
Rapporteur was Mr BOS - Netherlands - Various Interests. 
12. NORtliALIZATION OF RAILWAY ACCOUNTS 
"Proposal for a Council Regulation (EEC) amending 
Regulation (EEC) No. 1192/69 on Common Rules 
for the Normalization of the Accounts of Railway 
Undertakings. 
Gist of the Proposal 
Laws, regulations and administrative procedures 
adopted by the public authorities in respect of railways 
other than national railways may entail burdens or benefits 
... I . .. 
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for such undertakings not unlike those covered by 
Regulation (EEC) 1192/69. In general, given the present 
state of integration of transport markets the activities 
of such undertakings, particularly these involved in 
international transport, are, in normal circumstances, 
unlikely to affect trade between Member States. Hegulation 
1192/69 could therefore be extended to cover exceptional 
cases only. Where burdens are imposed, compensation 
should be payable. 
Opinion of the Committee 
The Economic and Social Committee adopted its 
Opinion unanimously. 
The normalization of railway accounts is an 
important compon8nt of the common transport policy. It 
is designed to offset extraneous burdens imposed on and 
benefits granted to railways and thus abolish distortions 
of competition on the transport market. Also, the clear 
demarcation of extraneous burdens and the relevc.nt 
normalization of accounts will make for greater transpa-
rency of the actual operating and business results of 
railway undertakings. Such transparency is essential to 
ensure that the correct transport policy decisions are 
taken. Decisions in this sphere affect the general public 
aJ1d all economic operators involved in the tra.<·J.sport 
market. 
The Committee therefore fully endorses the 
Commission proposal. 
This Opinion was based on material prepared by 
the Section for Transport and Communications under the 
chairmanship of Mr HOFFM..ANN - Germany - Workers. The 
Rapporteur was Ivlr HILDGEN - Luxembourg - Workers. 
. .. I . .. 
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13. MACHINE TOOLS AND PORTABLE GRINDING MACHINES 
Proposal for a Council Directive (EEC) on the 
Approximation of the Laws of the Member States 
relating to Common Provisions for l.\1achine Tools 
and Similar Machines for the Working of I~eta.ls, 
Wood, Paper and other Materials, and the 
"Proposal for a Council Directive (EEC) on the 
Approximation of the Laws of the Member States 
relating to hand-held, power-driven, portable 
Grinding Machines. 
Gist of the Commission's Proposals 
The machine tools sector is included in the third 
phase of the EEC's general programme for eliminating 
technical barriers to trade. The main reasons why 
legislation in such a vast sector as machine tools should be 
aligned are : 
- There are big differences between national laws 
concerning both the technical measures for manufacturing, 
examining and testing machine tools and the 
administration procedures necessary before marketing; 
- This situation obliges manufacturers of machine tools 
and similar goods to adapt their output to different 
national technical requirements; 
- Manufacturers are obliged to submit their products to 
the individual type-approval procedures of each Member 
State. 
The Commission's paper contains two proposals : 
one for an "outline" directive and the other for a specific 
type of machine. 
The basic principles contained in the "outline" 
directive are 
... I . .. 
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the solution adopted is that of ttoptional harmontzf'..tionu, 
but this does not rule out the possibility thA-t certain 
implcmentinr, directives will be based on "total h~rmoni­
ZP .. tion•• o 
Machine tools comply:i.ng with common EEC rules will b..e 
allowed to circulate freelyo 
-~ To ens111"'~ thn.t EEC standards are ~dapted re.pidly to tech··· 
nice.l progr·e.s.J 1 it is pl~:-tnn;;d that in th3 initial d:Lrecti ves 
any adjustments may be done through a special committee~ 
and not have to go through the ~omplste procGdur-e. 
The main procedures i~ the proposed directives are 
'EEC 'rype-Approval~' ~ which is the act V·Thereby CL Member 
State J"'ecords, e.fter tGst:tng. th9.t a p.::trticular type of 
ma~hir.:e compltes with the ::'€;quiremer.ts of the direc ·':j_·Je; 
· - •'EEC Ve~ ... ification 11 ~ which means inGpeeting n. machine to 
sce that it conforms to the approved pattern; 
- ·'EEC Type-Ex-::tmj.~1ation':. whj_ch means the procedur,e \"'h.er~::by 
the appropr·iate appr·oved body ir;. a :Member State eatabli.3hes 
and cercifies th(i.t a p8.rti(~ular type; of machine satis:f1.es 
Community requirements; 
- ''EEC Inspection:'~ which means the procedu:;:-·e whereby thG 
approvc-}d body c:nf:::ures that a particular type of machine 
v1hen mass produced ·:!On:forms to the appr·c.ved pattern~ 
- :
1EEC Independent Ccrtificatio:1·:, which means the procedure;; 
~".rhereby in certain c..a.ses. the manufacturer himself certi-
fies on his own responsibility that a particular machine 
satisfj_es Community requirements o 
Opinio~ of the Committee 
In its Opinioz:l, :tdopted unanimously, the Economic 
and Social Committee approve~.:; the t\'IO propos?.ls; .0.1·::hough 
it fee::..s that Ccmmon Customs 1'al"·iff' headings· number· 84. ~15 B 
.~----~ 
_ ...,---· 
____ ..,. 
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and C; 84 .. 49 and 85.05 are not sufficiently explicit to enable, 
the outline Dtrecti ve to be impl~?!me:J.te:d o The types of ma-
chines coming under these haadings will, therefore, have to. 
be defined more a~curately. 
This Opinion W3S based on material ~11pplied by the 
Section for Industry, Commerce, Crafts and Servtc~s under the 
chairmanship of Mr HEI'-1MER - Luxembourg - Employers.. 'rhe 
Rapporteur was l\h"' l\1£.\RVIER - France ·- Variou;.; Interests. 
Proposal for a Council Directive on che Approxima-
tion of the Lav1s of' the lv!e:nbel"' States concerning 
th·3 General REquireme:'lts or"' Construction and Cer-
tain Types of Protection for Electrical Equipment 
for Use in Pote~ti~lly Explosive Atmospheres. 
Gist of the Commiss_:bo:r:2 ProposaJ:. 
The Commission is continuing its efforts to achieve 
harmoniza.tj.on alon.g the l:i.nes itld:tc!J.fed by the Council tn its 
previous Directive.s on eleotrical equipment. 
rrhe provisions of this proposal supplement those of 
Dil"'ective 76/117 /EEC on the apprcximation of the laws of the 
Member States concern~ng electrical equipment for use in po-· 
centially exp~··isi ve atmospheres, to which the proposal con-
stantly r•efers. However, it spells out certa.in procedurel 
details which had not been specified in Directive 76/117/EEC. 
These details relate to the oblig<?.tions of the body which 
delivers a certi:f:i.cate of con.f'ormi ty or of control concerning 
both the notifi~ation of the certificate a:~d the provisions 
with which the body must c:omply should the cE:rtificate come 
to be revoked. 
As for the mark E, it was -rixed in agreement with 
.the work of .harmoniz~tion undertaken at Commission level 
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and within the frameti'Ol ... k of CENELEC (European Electrotechni-
cal Standal"dization Committee). 
Ooinion of the Committee 
'l,he Economic and Social Commj_tt,::;e adopted its 
Opinion unanimouslyo 
It approves the propoeal and is pleased that it 
provides for aligned standards. However, as the use of the 
equipment in question may pose sa:fety hazards :1 ::total harmoni-
zation;• is advocated. 
The Committee asks that. before the Commission pro-
poses the changes which it deems necessary~ it con:3ul t the . 
professional bodies concerned .. whether they be representatives 
o:f manu::'acturers; or of consumers~ or of standard institutes. 
This Opinion was based on material supplied by the 
Section for Industry~ Commerce. Crafts a~-:td Services under the 
chairmanship of Ivlr HEMMER - Luxembourg - Employers. The 
Rapporteur was Mr MASPRONE ·- Italy -- Employers o 
15 o HOT--V/ATER METERS 
Proposal for a Council Directive on the Approxima-
tion of' the Laws of the I~ember States r·elA.tj_ng to 
Hot-Water Meters. 
Gist of the Proposal 
The draft directive seeks to create a common market 
for hot-water' meters \·thich comply with the Council Directtve 
of 26 July 1971 on the Approximation of the Laws of the Member 
States relating to Common Provisions for both Measuring In-
struments and Methods of Metrological Control. 
It also aims to ensure that those Member States who 
do not have lav1s 0::1 hot-water meters do not introduce laws~ 
oeo/aoo 
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regulations, or administrative procedures differing from 
those in the rest of the Communj_ty. To do so would merely 
create further barriers. 
Since existing national laws are based on a legi-
timate concern to protect consumers and users harmonization 
of specifications on the design; conditions of use~ accuracy 
and inspection procedures seems to bE"~ the only way of re ... ~ 
moving the drawbacks created by differe!"ices in these areas 
and of creating the conditions necessary f'or the establish-
ment of the common maPket. 
Harmonization is al3o consistent with general policy 
on the rational use of energy, hygiene~ behaviour patterns 
and industrialization demand increasing amounts of hot water 
which is now extremely expensive. 
As with most previous directives in the measuring 
instrument secto:t.'"') the Directive comprises a legal instru-
ment and a technj_cal annex. The annex sets out tha bas~c 
concepts involved and provides an exhaustive list of the 
specifications which meters must comply with and the tests 
they must pass in order to quali:fy for free movement within 
the Communityo 
Opinion of the Comm~te~ 
The Economic and Social Comm:L ttee adopted its 
Opinion unanimouslyo 
It endorses the draft Directive insofar as it seeks 
to create a common market in hot--water meters whj_ch are 
being more and more widely used~ especially as a means of 
saving energy and sharing out costs more fairly between userso 
ooo/oea 
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By showing that hot water is a~ expensive commodity~ het-
water meters encourage consumers to cut down on wastage .. 
The Commission proposes the ir:troduction of a new 
Class iiQ'' ·m~ter and ne,,tf perf'orma,-,.oe figures for the other 
classes. But where meters are to be used specifically for 
measuring hot water consumption_. they have to be at least as 
accurate as cold-water meterso 
Accor·dingly, bearing in mind the technical advances 
made since work began on the ne'f.AJ Directive ar;.d the high unit 
coat of hot water:· it is in the consumer; s inter-est that hai;"-
monization should keep pace Vfi th technical progress .. 
The Commitee therefore urges the Co~~ission to take 
a fresh look at the various classes proposed; in the light 
o:f consumer interests~ 
Finally~ the Committee goes along with the generally 
held view that :·tot':ll harmonization 11 is des:tl"'able .. 
This Opinion ~ras based on material prepared by the 
Section for Industry, Commerce, Grafts and Services under the 
chairmanship of Mr HEl\fMER - Luxembourg - Employers. ·rhe 
Rapporteur v1as Mr M:ARVIER - F!"'ance ···· Various Interests. 
16. ~Jiv!OSPHERIC POLLlJT~Of! 
Proposal for a Council Decision adopting a 
European Economic Community Concerted Action 
in the field of Physico·-Chemical Behaviour of 
Atmospheric Pollutants. 
Gist of the Commission 1 s Proposal 
As part of the Community Evvironmental Action Pro-· 
.gramme. the Commission has proposed a progrrunme of research 
... I o •• 
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into the physico-chemical behaviour of atmospheric pollutants. 
This \'Vould continue and expa:rd the resE:arch being done on the 
physico-chemical behaviour of sulphur dioxide in the atmosphere. 
The Community Action Prcgramme will be spread over a 
four-year period and is aimed at coordinating the research 
projects listed in the An~ex, which are part of the national 
.and ~:~omrnuni ty research program!nes. The Commission 1 s financial 
contribution to this coordination is put at 500:000 u.~. 
QPinion of the Committee 
The Economic ar!d Social Committee adopted its Opinion 
U.l"lanimously. 
The Committee applauds the Commission proposal and 
also welcomes the suggestion to involve non .. ·Member. States in 
resenrch. Their contribution w:tll~ undoubtedly, be valuable. 
It is proposed that the nconcerted a.ctionH should l"Un 
for four years. Given the. complexity a.:.:-1d. scale of the pro-
gramme~ :four years may not be long enough. 'rhe me~sures taken 
by the Member States and the Commission should; if possible, 
yield-concrete results (even if these are incomplete) during 
the progra~e's lifespano 
The Committee is anxious that the concerted action 
should receive adequate funds. 
ooo/••o 
. \ . 
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This Opinion was based on material prepared by 
... the Section 'for Protection of the Environment, Public Health 
and Consumer Affairs under the chairmanship of 
Mr ROSEINGRA..VE -· Ire lend - Various Interests. Th-3 Rappor-
teur was Miss ROBERTS - United Kingdom - Var-ious Interests. 
17. MICROPOLLUTANTS 
Proposal for a Council Decision adopting a Euro-
pean Economic Community Concerted Action in the 
field of Analysis of' Organic Micropollutants in 
\'later. 
Gist of the Commission's Proposal 
As part of the Community Environmental Action Pro-
gramme, the Commission has p'::'opos8d a programme of research on 
the impact of huraan. activities on the aquc.tic ('mvironment and 
the necessary tools for the surveillance ot' the quality of' 
the environment. 
The Community Action Pro.zr:1mme will bG spr-3~.d over 
a four-year period and is aimed at coordinatin&; the research 
projects listed in the Annex, which are part of the national 
and Community research programmes. The Commission's financial 
pontribution to this coordination is put ~t 600,000 U.A. 
The Economic and Social Committee adopted its 
Opinion unanimously. 
It welcomes the proposal and hopes that the recom-
mendations of the Advisory Cornmi ttee on programme mana,csement 
w:tll be fully implemented at the conclusion of the prog:o:-emme • 
. . . I ... 
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Priority should be given to the problem of deter-
mln:tng thos~; Eubstances whish even ~-n sma::.l quanti ties may 
be harmful to health. 
Although the health aspect is not included in the 
programme, the Committee hopes t:bat no+-e 'tlill be taken of 
this iffiportant aspect which is receiving wide ~tt8ntion. 
Thj_s Opini.on was based en n:aterial prepared by 
the Section for Protection of t:1e Environment, Public Health 
and Consumer Affai:-s under the cha5_rmanship of I•ir ROSEINGRAVE -
Ireland - Various Interests. The Rapporteur was 
Sir John PEEL - United Ringdom - Various I~terests. 
III 
EXTERNAL RELATIONS 
Meeting of Environment Section in Sardinia 
The Section for the Protec+;ion of the Environment, 
Public Health and Consume:c Af·::'airs met in Sardinia from 
1-3 May to consider aiHl prepare its Opinion on at;nospheric 
pollu·i.;ants, micropollutants in ·,.vater and the packaging of 
dangerous preparations (solvents). 
Meeting of the }~con0m:Lc and Social Committee and the French 
Econorr1ic and Soctal Council 
On 11·-12 May e series of meetings was held at the 
headquarters of the European Communi t:Les' Economic and Social 
Committee in Brussels between a delegation from the Committee 
and the French Ecunomic ru1d Social Council's Bureau. 
A strong commitment to a stronger Community 
regional policy emerged, f;he partj_cipants particularly em-
phasizing the need for a Community-allocated "non-quota" 
section of the European Regional Development Fund. 
The progress of approximation in the social and 
taxation fields was also reviewed. Members considered tax 
harmoniza tj_on indispensable for progress to economic and 
monetary union, and saw evidence that it would help the 
... I . .. 
l. 
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countries of the Community to overcome their current diffi-
culties. 
Surveying the general situation of the European 
Community, the representatives of the ~To bodies were unani-
mous in the view that to get out of the current structural 
crisis it was vital to find a broad consensus between the 
interest groups. 
The delegation from the French Economic and Social 
Council was as follows : The Chairman, Mr VENTEJOL, the 
three Vice-Chairmen, Mr DELEAU, Mr de la FOURNIERE, 
Mr TESSIER, the members : Mr CALVEZ, Mr CARRIERE, fvfr DUVAL 
and Mr MOCH, the Secretaries, Mr FURST and Mr ~1AR'TI.N, the 
Secretary-General, Mr LAVONDES, the Head of Administration, 
Mr VIEU, the Head of the Chairman's Cabinet, Mr PASQUALAGGI, 
and the Administrator, Mrs CHEVILLER-DUBOIS. 
The Economic and Social Committee delegation, led 
by the Committee's Chairman, !Jir de FERRANTI, comprised the 
Vice-Chairman, Mr van GREUNSVEN, the Chairmen of the Social 
and Regional Development Sections, Mr HOUTHUYS and Mr LAVAL, 
the Bureau member, Mr RENAUD, the Chairman of the Tax Harmo-
nization Study Group, Mr CLARK, a member of the same Study 
Group, IJir CREMER, the Secretary--General, Mr DELFINI, the 
Director-General, Mr LOUET, and the Head of the Secretary-
General's Cabinet, J:.1r TEISSEIRE. 
r·1eetin.£_ in Thessalonica of the EEC-Greece Joint Parliamentar'[ 
Committee 
Following a request from the Chairman of the EEC-
Greece Joint Parliamentary Committee, a nine-Ii1ember delega-
tion from the Economic aDd Social Committee met a delegation 
of Greek employers' and workers' representatives in 
Thessalonica. 
The Greek delegation included the Chairmen of the 
Greek General Confederation of Labour and the Panhellenic 
Confederation of Agricultural Cooperative Uni0ns~ the Vice-
Chairman of the Federation of Greek Industries and the 
Chairman of the Greek Confederation of Smaller Businesses 
and Master Craftsmen. 
. .. I . .. 
/ 
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At the meeting, which was held on 16 May along-
side the work of the EEC-Greece Joint Parliamentary 
Committee, the representatives of the various Greek trade 
associations described the situation in their sector and the 
problems that accession to the EEC would pose for them. 
The members of the ESC then answered questions 
put to them by the Greek representatives and the members of 
the Joint Parliamentary Committee, and the meeting ended 
with a reception given by the Minister for Northern Greece, 
Mr MARTIS. 
At the beginning of the meeting, the former 
Speaker of the European Parliament, Mr SPENALE, said how 
pleased he was to see members of the Economic and Social 
Committee being involved in the work of the European Par-
liament and pointed out that such meetings were a natural 
continuation of the contacts between the Committee and the 
Parliament begun at the instigation of the former ESC 
Chairman, Mr CANONGE. 
Meeting between ESC and National 
Economic and Social Councils 
The commemoration of the twentieth anniversary of 
the founding of the Economic and Social Committee provided 
the Chairmen and Secretary-Generals of the Economic and 
Social Councils in the Member States of the Community with 
the opportunity to meet together in Brussels on 31 May. 
The meeting was arranged at the initiative of the Chairman 
of the Economic and Social Committee. 
The meeting was an informal one and largely given 
over to discussing the specific role played by each Council 
in the national context. 
Participants thus had the chance to become ac-
quainted with the particular structures and operational 
... I ... 
it. ~. 
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procedures of all Economic and Social Councils in the 
Community. 
This first meeting showed how useful it would be 
to:£:lold periodic meetings between leading officials of the 
various ·Councils so that all concerned could keep more up 
_·to date· with the developments of economic and social consul-
·tation at national level. In Member States where consul-
.tation is on an official footing, reforms are being carried 
out. In Member States where there are no such ad hoc bodies 
grouping together all socio-economi.c interest groups and 
putting out opinions on the various aspects of the economic 
situation, however, discussions have been held as to whether 
such bo1ies should; in fact, be set up. Some trade and 
pro·fePsional interest groups have even made proposals to 
this effect. : 
Although the work of Economic and Social Councils 
is in principle confined to strictly national matters, there 
:i~ often a sp:Lll-over by the very ne-.ture of the studies 
carried out -·into a European and world-wide dimension. 
Pragmatic relationships have, for example, been 
gradually buj_1 t up between the Economic and Social Committee 
:an<:Z. a number of national Economic and Social Councils and 
.·these have taken the form of 11 hear'ings 11 of Rapporteurs and 
,joint meetings of respective Bureaux. 
All the personalities who attended this first mee-
,t,ing (which was also attended by socio-economic groups in 
Member States where consultation has, as yet, no official 
blessing) were delighted with this initial meeting'and ex-
·.Pressed the una.11.imous Wif?h to see similar meetings on a 
.. regular basis so that information could be exchanged on 
developments in the various Member States of the European 
Community. 
. . . I • . . 
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.As far as the Economic and Social' Committee in 
particular is concerned 1 it is wocth noting that the role 
of the Commj_ttee in the context of a directly elected 
European Parliament was also disc-...Issed. 
IV 
NEW REQUESTS FOR OPINIONS 
In May the Council asked the Committee to deliver 
Opinions on the following : 
Proposal for a Council R~gulation on a common 
measure fvr foreE,try in certain dry Mediterranean 
zones of the Community. 
Proposal for a Council Directive amending the 
Council Directive of 19 DocemLor 1977 concerning 
mutual assistance by tl1c competent authori -cies of 
the Member States in the field of direct taxation. 
Proposal for n Council Decision adoptin~ a pro-
gramme of research 1'or the European Atomic Energy 
Community on safety in thermal water reactors. 
Proposal for a Council Decision ~dopting a pro-
grc:unme concerning the decommibsioning of nuclear 
power plants. 
Proposal for an Eiehth Directive pursuant to 
Article 54(3)(g) of the EEC Treaty concerning the 
approval of persons responsible for carrying out 
statutory audits of the annual accounts of limited 
liability comp;:-.nies. 
The Committee will be asked for an Opinion towards 
the end of Septernbe:c· on the : 
Commission's Annual Report on the Economic Situa-
tion of the Community. 
. .. I ... 
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V 
PROVISIONAL PROGRAMME OF FUTURE WORK 
June 1978 Plenary Session 
Opinions requested by ru1 Institution 
- Dry Zones in the Mediterranean Region 
- Economic Situation in the Community 
- Development of the Social Situation 
Employment of Young People 
- Health and Safety at \1/ork 
- Pollution of Ground Water 
- Cost of Anti-Pollution 111 easures 
- Noise Level of Compressors 
- Customs Procedure for Stores 
- Pre-packaged liquids 
0\'m-Ini tia.ti ve Work 
- International Mo~etary Disorder 
Studies 
- Relations between the Community and Greece 
}uly 1978 Plenary Session 
Opinions requested by an In0tituticn 
- Mediterranean Agriculture 
- Wine Marlcet 
- Measures in the Field of Culture 
- Product Liability 
Intra-Community Trade in Coal 
- Mutual Assistance in the field of direct taxation 
Own-Initiative Work 
- Frontier Workers 
- Lom§ Convention 
- Forestry 
... I ... 
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Studies 
- Spain 
- Tax Harmonization 
Information Report 
- Londonderry/Donegal : Regional Development 
Subsequent Plenary Sessions 
Opinions requested by an Institution 
- Surveillance of Maritime Waters 
- Lamb and Mutton 
- Protection of Workers in the Event of Bankruptcy Proceedings 
- Misleading Advertising 
- Companies 
- Annual Report on the Economic Situation 
- Code of Conducts for Liner Conferences (additional Opinion) 
Own-Inititative Work 
- Flags of Convenience 
- Consumption of Medicines 
Studies 
- R & D Management 
- Influence of Regional Authorities 
- Legal Protection for Consumers 
- Hazards arising from the use of Asbestos 
... ; ... 
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VI 
PRESS SHOW 
----- -
20 Jaar economisch en sociaal comite 
. ' 
Op 30 mei e.k. herdenld het 
Economisch en Sociaal Comi te 
der Europese Gemeenschap-
pen, dat het twintig jaar ge-
lcden werd opgericht. Om 16 
u. 30 zal in de Albert 1-Zaal 
van het Congrespaleis te Brus-
sel een plechtige vergadering 
worden gehouden, met toe-
spraken door de voorzitter van 
het Econo111isch en Sociaal Co-
mite, de voorzitter van het 
Europees Parlement, de voor-
zitter van de Rand en de voor-
zitter van de Commissie. Door 
de Solistes de Lit!te en de ko-
ren van de. Europese Gemeen-
schap onder lelding van Jean 
I~E ~·SOIR;:· 31.5.78 
~ - - -- .. -
1 . 
J akus zal muziek ten t&b:lre 
worden gebracht van Pachel-
bel, Corette, Vivaldi, von l(;a}~ 
dere, Edgar en Beethoven. · .. 
\ 
Er zullen zilvere~ medailles 
worden uitgereikt den de le-
den die vanaf 198 la het eo-
mite zitting hebW. 
I 
!Le·~.=~~ 
d~la fS~~.E. celebre ses vingt ans 
Nachrichten 
fur Aussen-
A l'oeculon du '91Ddi6me loll· tion de la Communaute. Le C.E.S. 
lllvenaire du Cemlt6 economique est consulte pour avis par la Com-
et 10elal de la C.E.E., celebri mardl mission de la C.]!:.E. ou le Conseil, 
A BruxeUe1, M. Bull De FerraaUi, mais il a obtenu reeemment de 
prilldeat, a rappele le rile . de pouvoir emettre de 1ui-m~me dea 
eeUe illltitutlon commuaaut&lre. avis sur des sujeta communautai· 
D a 6plemeat expl'llll6 devant lel rea. L'AUemaene, la France, If! 
"' 001110men que co.mpread eet. Royawne-Uni et l'Italie comptent 
orp.llinDe IOJl il..., de voir M 24 conseillers, la Belgique, les 
Nllforeer le pouvofr da Oolldtl · Pays.Baa.. J.~,...;MnseiUers~ le Dane-
..... an ·avenir proche. mark et l'Irlan .. f'. et 1e Luxeftl~. 
bourg 6. Ils sont nommes par leur 
Rappelons que le Comite eco· gouvernement et leur mandat dure 
nomique et social reunit les re- quatre ans. L'assembJ.ee actuelle 
pr6sentants des differents secteurs sera renouvelee ·debut 1979. 
de l'eeonomie des neuf pay.s mem-
bres de la Communaute. Sa 
.creation en 1958 avait ete prevue l a l ., b r e par le traite de Rome <article 193 
1 198> pour associer les employ-
eura, 1e1· tnavailleurs et 1es autres Bet g ,. que 3 O 5 leCte'Ull tltla, l'&lriculture, l'utila· Qat, ltl ,,..._ et DlC)J'a'ln. entre- • 
~ le ClOIUla'ft. 1 la re.u..-
Le gouvemement Mra repre· 
eente par M. Geeftl, minlltre dee 
Finaneet, et par M. Spitaele, 
mini.stre du Tiavcdl et de l'Em· 
ploi, a la celebration dt la crea· 
tioa du 20e cmaiwnatre du ~ 
mi~eco .. ,.•m .. Co 1lldifau..t ~~ ee 
mardi 30 mat. 
hande\ 1~6-.78' 
trJalrl Jm-~- and 
8eslal&UMCild 
B r i.i s s e 1. - Der EG-Wirtschafts- und 
SozialausschuB (WSA) hat am 30. 5. 78 in 
Brussel in Anwesenheit der Prasidenten 
der europaischen Organe und des belgi-
schen Ministerpriisidenten Leo Tindemans 
sein zwanzigjahriges Bestehen gefeiert. 
WSA-Prasident Basil de Ferranti verwies 
auf die RoUe, die der WSA in 20 Jahren 
zur Forderung von Konsens und besserem 
Verstandnis zwischen den tonangebenden 
Kraften der gemeinschaftlichen Gesell-
schaft gespielt hat. Der WSA habe das 
Konzept der wirtschaftlichen und sozialen 
Demokratie verwirklicht. Durch zahlreiche 
konstruktive Beitrage habe er zur Ent-
wicklung der Globalstrategie der Gemein-
schaft beigetragen und zu einer groJ3en 
Zahl von Einzelvorlagen seine Stellung-
nahme abgegeben. Einschneidendes Ereig-
nis war die tlbertragung eines eigenen In-
itiativrechts auf den WSA durch die Pari-
ser Gipfelkonferenz vom Oktober 1972. 
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EUROPE 31.5.78 
LE CO MITE ECONOMIQUE ET SOCIAL CELEBRE SON VINGTIEME ANNNIISAtll 
BRUXELLES (EU), mordi 30 mai 1978- C'est par une s~ance acaq~mi ·ue en la salle Albert ler du Palois 
des Congr~s a Brux~lles ue le Comi~ ~conom ue et socaa a ~ cet rts-ma a e vtn tteme anna-
versa•re e sa er ahan. 
Dons une ollocution d'ouverture, le pr~sident du Comiff fconomique et social, M. Basil de 
Ferranti, apres avoir souhaih§ la bienvenue aux personnolit6s pr~sentes,a roppeli que lesJU membres du 
Comltf nommes a titre personnel ne pourraient repr~senter les forces fconomiques et socioles de la Commc 
naut~ sons Je soutien des organisations dons la CommuMUM et dans Jes ftatuam .... •Notre tache de 
Conseiller est de r .. embler les gena et d'~tablir ces relations persomwll• qui ...ent une communicotio 
dons les deux.,. entre vous et Bruxelles". "En lant que pr6sident du CoMt-. i'-' 416 ••iGI"tft6 ~ 14 
. '- . 
Vorspann: Hier sind der Westdeutsche 
Rundfunk und der Norddeutsche 
Rundfunk mi t ihrem I • Programm. 
Aus dem Studio BrUssel h5ren Sie: 
EUROPA-REPORT. 
H.J. Milhan: 
Auf der europ§ischen BUhne stehen vor allem 
der Ministerrat und die EG-Kommission im 
Rampenlicht. Deutlich weniger Beachtung 
findet das Europttische Parlament und noch 
weniger der Wirtschafts- und Sozial-
aussohuss, der jetzt seit 20 Jahren besteht. 
Europa van 
Morgen 24.5.78 
Qp :D.mei 1978 herdenkt het ~o:.::"omisch en Sociaal 
Comite van de Europese Gemee~.s-:~:apoen dat het twin-
tig jaar ~leden werd opgericht 
Om 16.30 uur zal in de Albert I Zaa• -.·3- het Cong-espateis te 
Brussel een plecht•ge vergadering ·Nor.:!!f"l_gehouden. Er zullen 
toespraken worden gehouden doc.r ~ woorzitter van het Econo-
mlsch en Sociaal Comite, de voorz•t:.,.. van het Europees Parte· 
ment. de voorz•tter van de Aaec -.n ~ ..,oorzitter van de 
Comrnis~ic van de EurOI)e5e Gerr~- :.:• .£ 
Door de Sohstes de Liege en de korer- van de Europese Ge-
meenschap onder lelding van Jean .fat ..:s zat muziek ten gehore 
worden gebracht van Pachelbel, COI'e':ie. Vivaldi. Von Maldere. 
Elgar en Seethovep. Er zullen zilven!n medailles worden uitge-
r!!ikt aan de leden nn de SEA dll-' 1958 zitting hebben. aan 
Ollfoormahge voorz•tt•$. aao oa .. ....,..-., .. ge secretans.generaal 
en~~~nde.......-wn .... ll Jldle~)llrindlenstwa~ 
het SEA zijn. tfl .....,.__, • .....,_,._ ....,......,._ zal ap 
K c1steel Herfoltnnechll _. l'f!Cetoe wo.-aen ,..._, · 
La Marseillaise 
Viticulture : 31.5.71 
-- -- ----- --------
oans le meme sens et avec :e positions de- fa--~. En 
rr.eme objectlf. Mettre les vtti- f&it, il a'agit de •voir quallt on 
cutteurs rnend1onaux devant :E< va permettre l'elargissement de 
f<.,t accomplt. i'edarg1ssement de la Communaute en pl~ant les 
la C E E s1tuat,on de·,an' laf1ueil9 rfgions du Midi en etat de compE'-
Ic plus setQe s~>•a1t encore d"orga- tilion avec les nouveaux pays 
r.1ser • techniqut:ment • les choses ca~didats. En realibi et avec quel-
au m1eux. CILes reserves, il'· epparalt que le 
Ct:ll~ operat1t,n pol1t1quP. et 1dec. fai• politique de l"elarginement 
lc,g1que .ns1d1eusa rcssort tre, de !;;I ComntUnaute a I'E&Ita!JIM. 
nettement une fo,s de p1us de la a la Crece et au PortutJII "' 
-:ohron1que "'1t1cnle du journal cP. patiquement adoote •. 
c.ernwr JeUdl. rendant ccmpr~ d0 
!o, reun1on oe '" Charnbre d"Agn-
culture de I'Htrault, du 28 mars. 
21.. cours CJP. laquelie cet organrs-
"'" a ex~mine les propositions 
de BruxeiiP.-s. • Midi L1bre • 
ec r1 t • En tant que directeur 
de la Chambre M. Dubin qui 
v•ent d'etre nomme expert aupres 
rlu Comiti fsOPPmjg"t tt Sqsjel 
de 11 Contmunaute conomlque 
Eii~nne a dJYilopjjl Ill pl'5-
v -
2-4.6.78 
Travail 
l temps partiel · 
reserves du 
Comite econ.omique 
et social 
de la C.E.E. 
Le Comite economique et social 
des Communautes europeennes. 
orga'le .consultatif regroupant les 
partenaires sociaux du Marche 
commun, souligne dans un avis sur 
le travail a temps partial, adopte a 
l'unanimite. que celui-cr ne dott 
pas et re consider& comma une al-
ternative a une politique de deve-
loppement de l'emploi. Cette 
forme d'organisation du travaal 
doit essentiellement ~tre envtsa-
gee comma un moyen de repondre 
aux aspirations et aux besoins de 
certaines categories de la popula-
tion qui desirent occuper un em-
ploi a temps partial. Con~u ainsi. le 
travail a temps partial peut, selon 
le comite, apporter une COfi!tribu-
tion dans le domaine,de l'emploi 
pour certaines categories de de-
mandeurs d'emploi. 
Le travail a temps partiel ne peut 
etre considere que comme l'un 
des moyens susceptibles de per-
mettre une meilleure repartition de 
l'emploi disponible, et ne peut 
.MlUAIIJ L=---.,_ tra-
lfll l temps •"" le Oomi-
"· 
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Financieel 
E.conomisch Tijd 
2.6~78' 
l>art-time-werk moet 
aan bepaalde 
voorwaarden voldoen 
Part-t.ime-werk mag niet worden gezten als eer: 
alter~ataef voor een beleid dat as geracht op de 
ontwtkkchng ~an de werkgelegenheid. Voor be-
paalde kategor1een van de bevolk1ng kan het part-
tlme-werk evenwel een oplossing ziJn. 
Dit IS het eensluidend advles van het F.uro~es 
ekonomt~ch en soc1~i kgmuse J.e-<tit komltee ZIJn werkg~vers- en wer nemersorganisaties vertegen-
woordlg~. evenals verschillende belangengroepen. 
Het kom1tee heeft tot taak de Europese kommiss1e e~ de ministerraad bij beleidsbeslissingen van ad-
vres te d1enen. 
Part-time-werk IS volgens het kom1tee slechts 
een van de mogehjkheden voor een betere verde-
hng van het beschikbare werk. In ieder geval moet 
aan bepaalde voorwaatden worden voldaan aldus 
het ekonomisch en sociaal komitee. Part-ttm~-werk 
moet vrijwillig worden aangevraagd. Het mag voor 
de bedrijven geen abnormaal hoge lasten meebren-
gen. Aan wie part-time werkt moet een reg1me en 
een bes.cherming worden toegekend, analoog met 
het reg1me en de beschermang waar werknemers 
met een volle baaD, van aenieten. Het part-time-
werk maa de acbeidsmarkt en de systemen voor 
~iale bcschcrming niet verstoren, aldus het eko-
nomiiCh en sociaal komitee. _.., 
European 
communtty 
3-4178 
Wodrcr Pafticipatioo £!~ ... 
A Ca mwq,. propou1 to u.icu1r 
worker panicipation ia COl'pOrau 
dccisioa-making got a favorablc opm-
ion ~ ~ Efuftino!IK ad Social 
Coi1Uillt1re me y ebruary. 
I & Wlllltlittee advised ~t a final 
propocal for an EC darectJve should be 
flcx1blc and take into aa:ouJK exasong 
sys1a111 and traditions iD tome member 
countries. lt also advocalal die intro-
duction of a two-tier corporatt board 
syst.rm in counu1cs where one does :10t 
already exia and the implemaJUoon 
of special orgaus to represciiC workers 
iD .large comparues where &:bat is not 
~ady ila practice. 
EC Comuussioner "Erieooe Davtg-
noa, ia charge of industrial afWrs, also 
uid tbeR tbouW be a Jataday uaosi-
tioo period iriYohred ia adoptills any 
~ .,_.. .......... dw eo-u-
..,., 
5-6 I 78 
Fl ( 'umite J<:conomko ' Social 
E~ Consejo Europeo destac6 la impor-
tancta que les concede a Ios trabajos del 
Comite Econ6mico y Social, lanzando un 
llamamiento a todas Ias partes intcresadas 
con el fin de que, con motivo de la renova-
ci6n del ComitC.en·septiembrc de 1978, 
coopercn con cl fin de aumcntar la eficacia 
de la labor del Comite, habida cucnta del 
papel que al mismo le corresponde en el 
proceso decisorio de Jas Comunidades 
Europeas. • 
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